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We present a systematic study of stress coefficient of 
dielectric materials (SiO2, Nb2O5 and HfO2). In particular, 
we show a thickness dependence of the stress coefficient 
on layer thickness which shows that the determination of 
this coefficient is complex and requires careful analysis. 
We then apply the different models of stress coefficient to 
multilayer structures and show that stress-induced 
deformation can be precisely predicted in final 
components with a few percent accuracy.  

OCIS codes: (310.4925) Other properties (stress, chemical, etc.); 
(310.3840) Materials and process characterization; (310.1620) 
Interference coatings. 

 

Optical interference filters are key elements in a broad range of 
applications including telecom, biophotonics, lasers, medical… With 
recent advances in the technology of thin film filters fabrication, the 
complexity of the fabricated functions has severely increased and it is 
therefore now common to fabricate components having several 
hundreds of layers. However, the deposition of layers on top of a 
substrate with different properties are known to produce internal 
residual mechanical stresses that can result in significant deformation 
of the substrate after fabrication, the thicker the multilayer coating, the 
larger this deformation. It is thus clear that for demanding applications, 
stress-induced deformation has become a major challenge that needs 
to be tackled [1]. Indeed, as of today, there are wide range of 
applications requiring flat optical components with specifications on 
final surface flatness that must be within a few nanometers or few tens 
of nanometers. These applications include gravitational wave 
detections [2], linear accelerators [3,4], or space applications [5]. There 
are two concurrent approaches to solve this problem. The first one 
consists in controlling stress induced deformation by adapting 
deposition parameters such as temperature [6], post-processing of the 
fabricated components like thermal annealing [7], altering the 
moisture content of the film with water-diffusion barriers [8] or 
combining materials with compressive and tensile stresses [9]. 
However, such approaches are not always possible for all thin film 
materials and, in addition, this might be a problem when fabricating 
complex optical interference filters as final filter performances can be 
affected by these methods. An alternative method consists in 
compensating stress-induced deformation by dual side optical coating 

[10]. While this approach is very versatile, it is in practice hard to apply 
to obtain perfect stress compensation as exact knowledge on the 
mechanical stress induced in thin films is required and determination 
of these effects is not easily achieved [11-12]. To make this 
determination and include it into the design of optical coatings with 
stress control, R. Willey has recently proposed a detailed method on 
how to achieve it [13]. However, the conclusions of this paper were 
that it does not exist comprehensive determination of these 
parameters. In order to provide a first answer to this need and evaluate 
the accuracy of stress compensation method by dual side coating, we 
present in this paper a precise characterization of the stress in single 
layers. We then develop an accurate model that we apply to the 
determination of stress induced deformation in multilayers in order to 
accurately predict the flatness of the final component.  

Stress induced deformation in optical coatings is a classical effect 
that appears every time a layer is deposited on top of a substrate. This 
effect is principally due to a mismatch of the coefficient of thermal 
expansion of the substrate and the films, but is also affected by other 
intrinsic factors such as the layer thickness, the deposition 
temperature, the deposition rate, the deposition pressure. It is finally 
very dependent on the layer fabrication technology (e-beam, ion 
assisted deposition, magnetron sputtering, ion beam sputtering…) and 
deposition parameters (material, assistance parameters…). The most 
common materials for the fabrication of complex optical interference 
filters in visible and near-IR ranges are SiO2 for low index materials, 
and high refractive index materials include Nb2O5, Ta2O5 and HfO2 
(ordered with decreasing refractive indices and increasing bandgap). 
While Ta2O5 used to be the material of choice for most of optical filters 
in early 2000 [14], Nb2O5 has now, most of the time, supplanted Ta2O5 
for complex multilayer stacks as it provides a larger refractive index 
contrast [15] while HfO2 is generally used for high power laser or UV 
applications [16]. We thus restricted our study to SiO2, Nb2O5 and HfO2. 
Table 1 presents a short literature survey of stress values measured for 
these materials where tensile stress is positive and compressive stress 
is negative. We see that there is a broad range of values even for layers 
of the same materials but deposited with different technologies or 
conditions. Therefore, we see that in order to carry out a precise 
determination of stress induced in single layers, it is mandatory to use 
a stable and repeatable thin film fabrication method. 

In our study, we opted for the manufacturing of single or multilayers 
components with a HELIOS 4” machine, developed by Bühler/Leybold 
Optics, where low and high refractive index materials were both 
deposited using Plasma Assisted Reactive Magnetron Sputtering 
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(PARMS) [15, 16]. This choice is motivated by the fact that this 
technology has proven to be one of the best choices when it comes to 
the deposition of complex (and thick) multilayer coatings and 
therefore when large stress induced deformation becomes a major 
problem. In addition, it is well known that sputtering is a very stable 
and repeatable technology making it a technique of choice for our 
study. Typical deposition rates of low and high index materials were 
respectively 0.35 nm.s-1 and 0.50 nm.s-1 with deviation from this rates 
not exceeding ±0.02 nm.s-1, which means that less than an atomic layer 
of material was deposited at each rotation of the turn-table. 
Thicknesses of the different deposited layers were optically monitored, 
in a transmission mode, at a precisely selected wavelength through the 
Optical Monitoring System OMS5000 developed by Bühler/Leybold 
Optics [17]. Moreover, the presence of a load lock allowed to remove or 
add samples anytime during the deposition process, without exposing 
to air all the samples in the machine and breaking the manufacturing 
process. We thus extensively used it during our study in order to allow 
studying how stress is building up while layer is growing on the 
substrate. Indeed, all the samples, covered with the same material, 
were processed in the same batch and added progressively to obtain 
different film thicknesses. This ensured obtaining reliable and 
consistent data. 

Tab. 1. Typical stress parameters of SiO2, Nb2O5 and HfO2 
layers (from literature). IAD – Ion Assisted Deposition, PIAD – 
Plasma Ion Assisted Deposition, MS – Magnetron Sputtering 

and PARMS – Plasma-Assisted Reactive Magnetron Sputtering 
Material Stress coefficient Technique Reference 

SiO2 -270 MPa  MS [7] 
-435 MPa 
-267 MPa 

PARMS 
PIAD 

[17] 

-1012 MPa IBS [18] 
-110 MPa 
-262,-529 MPa 

MS 
PIAD 

[19] 

Nb2O5 -30 MPa MS [7] 
-138, -190 MPa  PARMS [17] 
-966 MPa IBS [18] 
-517 MPa IBS [20] 
-80, -132 MPa 
-52, +163 

MS 
PIAD 

[19] 

HfO2 -230 MPa IBS [6] 
-117, MPa PIAD [19] 

In order to extract the stress coefficient of thin film materials, 
another very important aspect is the method used for extracting the 
deformation. An important reason for the wide range of stress 
coefficient values is not only the intrinsic fluctuations of this coefficient 
but also measurement errors. For example, Stenzel and al. stated that 
in case of very thick samples, their absolute error on stress 
determination is surely below 50 MPa [21]. This value is non negligible 
and represents at least 10% errors on the stress value. In addition, it 
means that stress can only be determined for thick layers and not for 
thin layers as the one used for a regular multilayer stack. In practice, 
this is not a problem as stress is generally supposed to be constant in 
the regime of thin films. In our case, we optimized our metrology in 
order to decrease our error to the lowest possible value. We measured 
the flatness by white light interferometry using a Zygo NewView 7300 
with a 1× objective. In these conditions, the measured aperture is 
about 14 × 10 mm². In order to measure the whole sample aperture, 
we used stitching method provided by Zygo Metropro software. At this 
stage, it is worth noting that such an instrument is better adapted to 
the measurement of roughness while flatness is generally measured 
using a Fizeau interferometer. However, in our case, as we wanted to 
measure samples with one coated surface, low coherence 

reflectometry as provided by the Zygo NewView appeared as a more 
appropriate technique as it allows separating the contribution of both 
surfaces thanks to the limited coherence length [22]. In addition, in 
order to take into account aberrations in the measuring optical system, 
we calibrated all the measurements using a SiC etalon. Using this 
rigorous approach, flatness measurement errors could be limited to a 
few percent. For each experiment, two samples were coated 
simultaneously and both coated and uncoated surfaces (having the 
same deformation with opposite sign) were measured after deposition 
in order to calculate average values and limit measurement errors. 

The coatings were performed on fused silica substrates with 
diameter of 25 mm and thickness of 1 mm, polished to flatness better 
than λ/4 at 633 nm. In order to take into account the initial curvature 
of the substrates, flatness was measured before coating. In addition, the 
exact physical thickness of each of the samples was also measured 
using a calibrated caliper with precision of 1 µm. Such precautions are 
mandatory to secure high stress determination accuracy. Finally, the 
exact thickness of each coatings was extracted from 
spectrophotometric measurement using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 1050 
combined with reverse engineering algorithm. The precision on the 
thickness of each layer was about ±5 nm. 

For each of the chosen materials (SiO2, Nb2O5 and HfO2), single 
layers with different thicknesses were deposited using the previously 
described method. For each batch of sample, we measured the 
following parameters: 

 the substrate thickness tS, 
 the radius of curvature of the substrate before deposition RS, 
 the radius of curvature of the substrate after deposition RS+f, 
 the layer thickness tf.. 
Stoney equation was then applied to extract the stress coefficient of 

each of the fabricated material [23]: 
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where ES and νs stand respectively for the Young modulus and the 
Poisson coefficient of the substrate, in our case fused silica (Es = 73 GPa 
and νs = 0.16). Equation 1 was then redefined to simply extract the 
information on the stress value: 

  KS
t tf fRNorm
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and is a constant term that depends on the mechanical properties of 
the substrate, 
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is the radius of curvature, normalized to the substrate thickness, and 
directly induced by the deposited layer. We finally considered in this 
study that tensile stress is positive and compressive stress is negative. 
By plotting the KS/RNorm dependence on film thickness for SiO2, Nb2O5 
and HfO2 layers (Figure 1), it is thus possible to extract the stress 
coefficient for each of the studied materials.  

At first, we considered the classical approach consisting in 
considering that the mechanical stress coefficient is constant for a 
given material and is independent on film thickness: σi = Ki [24] 
(i stands for either SiO2, Nb2O5 or HfO2). Table 2 provides the values of 
the fitting data. One can immediately see that all layers provide 
compressive stress, and that such a classical model allows accurately 
fitting the curves in Figure 1 for SiO2 and Nb2O5, but is completely 
wrong for HfO2. In order to correct for this deviation from linearity, we 
then considered a second order polynomial to fit the experimental 



data. This approach is similar to the one developed by Nordin et al. [25] 
who considered that stress can be modeled by equations of the form of 
an offset constant and a linear term in thickness. We thus considered a 
dependence of the stress coefficient on thickness (expressed in 
nanometers) following: 

 i i i iA B t    (5) 

Table 2 provides the values of fitting data. It also provides a value of 
the merit function that allows estimating the quality of the fit and is 
defined as: 
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where N is the number of data points and X stands for KS/RNormmod 
(theoretical points) and KS/RNormexp (experimental data). One can see 
in Figure 1 that for Nb2O5, the non-linear model does not severely 
change the visual fit of experimental data and this is confirmed by 
similar MF for both type of modeling. For SiO2, the use of a non-linear 
model appears to better fit the experimental data and this trend is 
confirmed by a decrease of the MF by ~40%. We can see that in case of 
HfO2, non-linear model allows to account for the decrease of stress 
induced deformation on film thickness and this is confirmed by a large 
decrease of the MF by three times. One can notice that the sign of the B 
coefficient is different for HfO2 compared to Nb2O5 and SiO2. In 
addition, the largest decrease of stress coefficient on film thickness is 
not obtained for the material having the largest initial stress coefficient 

showing that stress relaxation is a complicated process and therefore 
accurate determination is mandatory to precisely control deformation 
in thin film optical elements. Finally, it is worth mentioning that such a 
fine analysis of the experimental data could only be achieved because 
we implemented a rigorous and repeatable procedure for the 
characterization of all fabricated samples. However, one can see that 
for thin layer thickness as the one commonly used in multilayer stacks 
for visible and near-IR ranges, the determination precision is not 
enough to allow perfect fit of all data. This can be easily understood 
that for layers with a few tens of nanometer, the deformation/sag is 
only a few tens of nanometers and determination of the radius of 
curvature is therefore uneasy even more if initial sample flatness is not 
with perfect spherical symmetry. To validate these data, it is thus 
mandatory to analyze how the proposed model applies to multilayer 
structures. 

Tab. 2. Stress parameters obtain from a linear fit and from a 
second order polynomial fit. 

Material 

Linear fit 2nd order polynomial fit 

K 
(MPa) 

MF  
(MPa.nm) 

A 
(MPa) 

B  
(MPa.nm-1) 

MF 
(MPa.nm) 

SiO2 -418.5 5154 -371.2 -0.0360 3064 

Nb2O5 -61.4 599 -61.0 -0.0003 599 

HfO2 -53.3 2463 -76.4 +0.0178 878 

We studied the evolution of stress while fabricating structures with 
alternated high and low refractive index materials with optical 
thickness equal to a quarter wave at 532 nm. This structure is the one 
of a classical quarter wave dielectric mirrors. To precisely study the 
effect of stress on substrate deformation we opted for a 21-layer 
quarter-wave mirror ((HL)10H), with Nb2O5 as high index material (H) 
and SiO2 as low index material (L). Such a mirror results in high 
reflectivity at 532 nm of ~99.99%. In order to test the different models 
of the stress in single layers, we characterized the mirror deformation 
during its construction. To achieve this, we inserted 7 different 
substrates in 7 different slots of the HELIOS deposition machine and 
removed progressively, thanks to the load-lock, one of the sample at 
achievement of the following mirrors: M5, M9, M11, M15, M17, M19 
and M21, the number referring to the total number of layers of the 
mirrors, without perturbing the process. With this procedure, all the 
samples were processed within the same batch. We measured the 
spectral dependence of reflection of each of the fabricated mirrors and 
checked, using reverse engineering, that the average error of the 
thickness of each layer does not exceed 0.5%. We then re-measured 
the flatness of each of the fabricated mirrors using the ZYGO NewView 
and plotted the dependence of the sag (in nanometers) on the number 
of deposited layers (Figure 2). 

In order to model the experimental data, we assumed that the 
KS/RNorm ratio evolves as expressed in equation 7. NH and NL are 
respectively the number of high (H) and low (L) refractive index 
material layers in the structure: 
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In order to better quantify and analyze the deformation of the 
substrates after deposition, we focused our study on the sag of the 
sample after deposition. In that case, we could first write again 
equation (7) in a different way to extract the experimental value of 
RNorm. 
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Fig. 1. Normalized radius of curvature evolution as a function of film 
thickness for SiO2 (top), Nb2O5 (middle) and HfO2 (bottom). Linear fit 
(blue line) and second order polynomial fit (red line). 

 



Then from this experimental normalized radius of curvature we 
could calculate the sag. 
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where minus sign is used if stress is compressive and plus sign if 
stress is tensile. In Figure 2, we plotted, in addition to the experimental 
data measured on both sides of the substrate at different steps of the 
mirror under fabrication, the sag calculated using the two models of 
stress, i.e. either constant or with a dependence on layer thickness 
(equation (8)). Using constant stress, it is seen that the model 
overestimates the deformation by about 10 %. The resulting MF is 19.5 
nm. However, when the stress model that takes into account a stress 
dependence on thickness is used, we can see that the evolution of sag 
on number of deposited layers becomes more accurate with a 
deviation for each point not exceeding a few percent resulting in a MF 
of 10.9 nm. We therefore see that this accurate model enables precise 
modeling of the stress induced deformation by any single or multilayer 
structures.  

To further confirm this approach we studied various types of optical 
components having different types of structures and thicknesses: 

1. A bilayer composed with a SiO2 layer and a Nb2O5 layer with 
thickness equal to the total thickness used for the M21 mirror 
at 532 nm (11H 10L) 

2. A mirror composed with 21 alternated SiO2 and Nb2O5 layers 
centered at 532 nm. In this case, due to stress thickness 
dependence, sag value is different from the bilayer. 

3. A mirror composed with SiO2 and HfO2 layers, with a total of 
33 alternated layers and centered at 532 nm. 

4. A complex filter composed with 70 layers made of SiO2 and 
Nb2O5, with thicknesses varying from 40 to 610 nm. 

5. A bandpass filter centered at 600 nm rejecting on a 400-1200 
nm range composed with 105 layers made of SiO2 and Nb2O5, 
with thicknesses ranging from 30 to 250 nm. 

Tab. 3. Calculation and measurement of stress-induced 
deformation in various optical components. 

# 
TH 

nm 
TB 

nm 
TT 

nm 
N 

δmeas. 
nm 

δCalc. 
nm 

 Relative 
error 

1 615 895 1510 2 1096.7 1091.1 0.5 % 

2 615 895 1510 21 998.3 1002.2 -0.4 % 

3 1100 1430 2530 33 1567.9 1431.6 9.0 % 

4 2270 4550 6820 70 5199.0 5056.2 2.8 % 

5 4640 6730 11300 105 7472.3 6994.8 6.6 % 

These optical components were fabricated using the HELIOS 
machine. Spectral characterization were performed in order to secure 
that minimal errors have been carried. We then measured the 

deformation (sag) of the substrates after deposition and compared 
these data to theoretically calculated data (Table 3). We see that the 
developed model allows accurately characterizing various optical 
elements composed with a wide range of coating thicknesses. 

We have validated an accurate thickness-dependent model for the 
stress induced in SiO2, Nb2O5 and HfO2 layers deposited by plasma 
assisted reactive magnetron sputtering (PARMS). This model was used 
to predict the evolution of the deformation of a dielectric mirror under 
manufacturing. From this accurate modeling, and the initial substrate 
deformation, it is thus possible to design a thin film stack that 
minimizes the deformation of the final component. 
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